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Why did we develop the Transportation
Technology Strategic Plan (TTSP)?
2004/5 – Apple begins product development on
a computer that uses a touch screen instead of
a physical keyboard/mouse or stylus
January 2007 – Launch of iPhone 2G

January 2017 – 2.2M apps in App Store
October 2020 – Launch of iPhone 12
2035 – Which version of the iPhone?

July 2002 – NVTA created by General
Assembly
September 2006 – TransAction 2030
adopted

November 2012 – TransAction 2040
adopted
July 2013 – NVTA revenue stream begins
October 2017 – TransAction update
adopted
April 2021 – draft TTSP/Action Plan
2035 – Where should NVTA be?
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What is the TTSP?
• Tool that will inform a proactive approach to adoption of
transportation technology;
• Provides a rational, consistent approach to identify how
transportation technologies support the region’s vision, i.e. needsdriven NOT technology-driven;
• Includes eight strategies, and up to nine NVTA roles for each
strategy;
• Living document that will be updated as transportation technologies
evolve;
• Incorporates an Action Plan that enables NVTA to think big, start
small, and build momentum with respect to adoption of
transportation technologies in the region.
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TTSP – Recommended Strategies
Recommended Strategies

Intent of Strategy (long term)

1

Reduce congestion and increase throughput

Support deployment of transportation technologies that
improve performance and optimize efficiency of the
regional multimodal transportation system

2

Maximize access to jobs, employees and housing

Support deployment of transportation technologies that
increase travel options and awareness of them

3

Maximize cybersecurity and privacy for members of the
public

Monitor concerns on behalf of Northern Virginians, and
leverage NVTA processes where appropriate and feasible

4

Minimize potential for Zero Occupancy passenger
Vehicles

Identify measures to address avoidable increases in
passenger vehicle miles traveled

5

Develop pricing mechanisms that manage travel demand
and provide sustainable travel options

Identify technology-related measures at a regional scale
to dynamically address congestion, including incentives;
revenues will be re-invested in equitable solutions

6

Maximize the potential of physical and communication
infrastructure to serve existing and emerging modes

Support adaptation of existing resources to support
desirable technologies such as CASE vehicles, travel apps,
micro modes and robust data collection

7

Enhance regional coordination and encourage
interoperability in the transportation system

Leverage regional synergies in the deployment of
transportation technologies

8

Advance decarbonization of the transportation system

Support deployment of transportation technologies that
reduce greenhouse gas emissions
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What are the Expected Benefits
of the TTSP?
1.

Leverage transportation technologies that support NVTA’s vision, and mitigate those that do not, through
planning, policy, advocacy, funding, and other means;

2.

Support data-driven decision making by the Authority with respect to development of TransAction and
subsequent project selection during future funding programs. The TTSP will guide the development of
technology-related scenarios;

3.

Enable a consistent approach to NVTA’s transportation technology investments, increasing synergies and
maximizing return on investments and taxpayer dollars;

4.

Enhance multimodal travel choices and contribute to a more seamless travel experience for Northern
Virginians, through coordinated planning, deployment and operations, especially enabled by secure, real time
information;

5.

Inform Northern Virginians about the features, benefits, costs, and appropriateness of deploying such
technologies in the region, by raising awareness and understanding of transportation technologies;

6.

Strengthen the regional approach to transportation technologies, through open and regular exchange of
ideas between NVTA staff and jurisdiction/agency staff.
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How does the TTSP fit with
NVTA’s Primary Responsibilities? – Vision
Primary Responsibilities:
1. Develop and update the long-range, multimodal Transportation
Plan for Northern Virginia → TransAction (updated every five
years, last adopted October 2017)
2. Prioritize and fund regional transportation projects → Six Year
Program (FY2020-FY2025 SYP (updated every two years, last adopted July
2020)

Integrated TransAction/TTSP Vision:
“Northern Virginia will plan for, and invest in, a safe, equitable,
sustainable, and integrated multimodal transportation system that
enhances quality of life, strengthens the economy, and builds resilience”
Approved by the Authority on December 17, 2020
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How does the TTSP fit with NVTA’s Primary
Responsibilities? – Core Values
1. Equity
• Fairness in mobility and accessibility to meet needs of the region/sub-regions/communities
• Facilitate social and economic opportunities by providing equitable levels of access to affordable
and reliable transportation options to serve the needs of all and in particular underserved
populations (low-income, minority, elderly, children, people with Limited English Proficiency
(LEP), and/or people with disabilities)

2. Sustainability
• Focus on meeting the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future
generations to meet their needs.
• Concept of sustainability is composed of three pillars: economic, environmental, and social

3. Safety
• Minimize transportation system fatalities and severe injuries, while increasing safe, healthy,
equitable mobility for all.
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How will we use the TTSP?

Two examples demonstrating our approach to evaluating technologies, and potential actions
that could follow:
1.

Electric, Autonomous Transit Shuttle;

2.

Personal, Electric Autonomous Autos.

Note: These examples provide a high-level outline of our approach, and the evaluation ratings
are illustrative only.
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Example 1:
Electric, Autonomous
Transit Shuttle
Features
• Not reliant on infrastructure type
• ADA accessible
• Can operate in inclement weather and in mixed traffic

Assumptions
• There have already been successful pilot(s) of the
technology in the region
• Public acceptance of the technology is growing
• The shuttles have been determined to be a sound
investment and/or market is nearing price parity

Ratings
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Example 2: Personal, Electric
Autonomous Autos
Features
• SAE Level 5 vehicles can operate
autonomously under all conditions
• May not have steering wheel or pedals

Assumptions
• Public acceptance of the technology is
growing
• Fully autonomous vehicle have or are
nearing entry to the public
marketplace

Ratings
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What are the Possible Outcomes
of the TTSP Action Plan?
Planned Actions (May thru October 2021)
• Transportation technology evaluation ratings
• TransAction

• Integration of technology-related strategies into the TransAction scenario analysis work
• Public engagement under the TransAction umbrella

• Technology-related Outreach

• Development of a more comprehensive approach to technology-related outreach and education that
builds upon the 'Driven by Innovation' eblast
• Ongoing monitoring of market trends and trigger points

• Identify potential technology-related additions to NVTA’s Legislative Program
• White Paper development

• Collaborate on a process for development of future regional transportation policies
• Identify and prioritize topics for potential future regional transportation policies

• Identify potential technology-related refinements to future NVTA SYP project selection process
(post-TransAction update)
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When will we Update the TTSP
and Report Back?
TTSP Updates:
• Routine updates will occur continuously as the TTSP is a living document
• Significant updates will be undertaken in conjunction with Committees and the Authority, including:
• changes to the methodology for the project selection process associated with NVTA's Six Year Program
• changes/additions to NVTA's annual legislative program
• development of regional transportation policies

Report back using the Executive Director’s monthly report:
• Progress against specific measures;
• Citizen and stakeholder feedback;
• Trigger points observed or anticipated;
• Relevant TransAction analyses;
• Revisions to the TTSP living document to reflect changing circumstances; and
• Upcoming TTSP-related activities.
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Recommendations of NVTA Committees
• April 21, 2021: Transportation Technology Committee (TTC)
• Unanimously approved the following: 1) Forward the full TTSP to the Authority for their information; 2) Recommend
Authority approval of the eight Strategies included in the TTSP; and recommend Authority approval of the TTSP
Action Plan.

• April 27, 2021: Technical Advisory Committee (TAC)
• Unanimously approved the following: Recommend Authority approval of the eight Strategies included in the TTSP;
and recommend Authority approval of the TTSP Action Plan.

• April 28, 2021: Planning Coordination Advisory Committee (PCAC)
• Unanimously approved the following: Recommend Authority approval of the eight Strategies included in the TTSP;
and recommend Authority approval of the TTSP Action Plan.

• May 3, 2021: Planning and Programming Committee (PPC)
• Unanimously approved the following: Recommend Authority approval of the eight Strategies included in the TTSP;
and recommend Authority approval of the TTSP Action Plan.
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Recommendation

Recommended action:
Adopt the eight strategies (in the Transportation Technology
Strategic Plan) and Action Plan.

Note: NVTA staff is not seeking NVTA approval of the TTSP document.
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Thank you!
TheNoVaAuthority.org and
NVTATransAction.org

@TheNVTA

@NVTAuthority and
@NVTATransAction

Northern Virginia
Transportation Authority

Subscribe to our
newsletters at
TheNoVaAuthority.org
to stay in the know!

Contact us at TheAuthority@thenovaauthority.org
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Supplementary Slides
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TTSP Strategies and NVTA Roles
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TTSP Draft Action Plan
Consolidated Actions Table
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Technologies Mapped to TTSP Strategies
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